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Abstract: In this article we share a study on a professional development training program for math teachers. It is 
presented as innovative as it focuses on the reflection on the practice of teaching through the raising and solution of 
professional problems. We define professional problems, such as those teaching situations to which the teacher seeks 
solutions. We demonstrate with excerpts from working sessions that these solutions are nourished by the reflection on 
the practice they are trying to modify. They are, as a whole, indicators of specialized knowledge that characterize a 
professional of teaching mathematics.
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1. Introduction
Continuing teacher training has received, over time, different denominations: improvement, continuous training, 

updating, retraining, in-service training, professional development (Vezub, 2019). The choice of one of these terms 
refers to traits of identity and professional profile, of the conception of teaching work, of the type of knowledge, 
skills that teachers are expected to perform in the educational system and in society. Various documents (OECD, 
2005; OREALC, 2013), manifest the need to strengthen the preparation of teachers so that they can face the current 
challenges of the schooling of children, adolescents, youth and adults, and improve learning, school social climates 
(Anderson, 1970) and educational quality. The experience we share, takes into account this need and shows a way to 
satisfy it from the dialogue that is established between the didactics of mathematics, the results of its research and the 
practice of teaching. This experience is an example of professional development, a name we choose since it provides a 
broad, articulated and integrated vision of teacher learning throughout its history and is consistent with the conception 
of teacher training as a long-term process (Bullough, 2000; Cochran & Lytke, 2003), which integrates both initial and 
continuing education (Avalos, 2007).

We consider the need to offer professionals in the teaching of mathematics, study spaces in which they can rethink 
their practices to enrich them and adapt them to the needs of the groups of students with whom they work daily, 
promoting coherence between conceptions and classroom practice (Kaiser & Li, 2011), improving reflective ability 
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(Cobb & McLain, 2001), and increasing professional knowledge (Bell et al., 2010). In agreement with Artigue (2004), 
we qualify this experience as a creative process that generates spaces for discussion about the problems that teaching 
involves. It constitutes a personal and contextualized space in the classrooms, since what is developed in it, watering in 
the research in didactics of mathematics to stress the naive and tempting solutions to the complex problems that arise in 
the classes. At the same time, it is a proactive process because, from the reflection on practice, synergies that allow the 
incidence of mathematics didactics can be established, to both train teachers and teaching professionals and guide their 
practice in the classroom (Lin & Rowland, 2016).

The experience we report takes the form of a Diploma that we share as an object of study of a research program 
[We refer to an investigation project from the Center for Studies in Specific Didactics (CEDE, for its acronym in 
Spanish), member of the Research Laboratory in Human Sciences (LICH, for its acronym in Spanish) from the National 
University of San Martín (UNSAM, for its acronym in Spanish) and the National Council for Scientific and Technical 
Research (CONICET, for its acronym in Spanish) in Buenos Aires, Argentina.], which offers a section of professional 
teacher development, aimed at generating professional knowledge in the field of mathematics education [In Argentina 
where this Diploma is carried out, the teaching training for early childhood education takes place mostly in Higher 
Institutes of Teacher Training (ISFD, for its acronym in Argentina), through study plans that last four years. Some 
provinces in this country also offer this training in universities]. In Argentina, teachers in the exercise of their profession 
are offered stages of elective continuous training, focused on a professional topic or disciplinary content of an average 
duration of 64 hours. This Diploma stands out among these proposals for continuous training because: 

• it focuses on the updating and specialization within the disciplinary field of mathematics didactics; 
• it is offered in the university context; 
• it is taken in the distance modality;
• it is organized in training spaces that work on the problems of teaching mathematics in school; the selection 

and use of various teaching materials; the reading, interpretation and evaluation of the productions of the students; the 
organization of classrooms as environments in which a group of people construct mathematical knowledge;

• it is organized in curricular spaces that take two semesters, which gives continuity and progression to the topics 
on which it works;

• it offers a space for federal training (between teachers from different jurisdictions) and international training (with 
teachers from other Spanish-speaking countries). 

As a whole, this product for professional development, is presented as a space designed in relation to institutional 
cultures, teaching working conditions, the coherence and clarity of the mathematics curriculum: hence its novelty that 
stresses the range of short-term thematic courses, with which the national training policy (this is the case of Argentina 
and several of the countries of the Iberic-American region) tries to train its teachers (Vezub, 2018).

In the theoretical basis of this experience, we assume the teaching of mathematics as a social practice that responds 
to needs that exceed the teaching intentions and finds its meaning in the characteristics of society and culture, in a 
specific time and space, in which it develops (Cobb et al., 2016; Rhoads et al., 2011; Skovsmose, 1999; Villella et al., 
2018a). In addition, this teaching of mathematics is a process that is built on social interaction, in which those who 
participate share the appropriate linguistic discourses and terms, the type of activities and processes involved, the roles 
and rules that apply to the interactions, as well as the objectives of the institution in which this practice is carried out.

2. Theoretical framework
Mathematical knowledge, as well as knowledge in general, has changed its nature and its role in society, which 

has led to the need to modify our relationship with it: we have gone from a relationship of dominance-typical of the 
twentieth century to another of management and competent use of this knowledge in the twenty-first century. In this 
century, the accumulation of disciplinary knowledge is not considered as a positive quality of a citizen, but it prioritizes 
what to do with these contents in the diary of events. This fact has caused a change in our conceptions about training, 
teaching, and evaluation that leads us to consider: what types of knowledge and skills are those that allow teachers to 
teach mathematics in a way compatible with the education reform project; what kind of experiences constitute genuine 
activities with regard to these learnings and what contexts are most appropriate to place these activities (Putman & 
Borko, 2000).
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So, positioning ourselves from a professional teaching role to think about what happens when we teach 
mathematics implies:

• we have to think about teachers and their practices destined to somebody else with whom they establish a 
teaching and learning relationship;

• the mathematical content circulating in the classroom makes sense in a social framework and a moment and 
historical process: it produces particular experiences and specific actions;

• among teachers and students, and the mediation of the circulating content, social construction is made that parts 
from individualities to become a cultural “us”;

• mathematical learning is not something that comes naturally from the predisposition of listening: many factors 
may hinder it and others that help it. It requires a scenario built ad hoc, a didactic scenario that generates a learning 
situation; 

• didactic interventions determine learning (Vezub, 2013; 2019; Villella et al., 2018a).
From this description of the dynamics inside the classroom, a professional interpellation about the teacher’s role 

emerges; the decision related to what we teach in mathematics and how we do it involves the consideration of what 
becomes relevant, meaningful, and valuable about the content and the learning process. Likewise, determining what to 
prioritize during the teaching process is related to our knowledge about learning, about how it is produced, which are 
its regularities, qualities, and conditions in the context of the classroom scenario. Therefore, it is necessary to design 
a homogeneous theoretical-methodological framework to develop in teachers the knowledge of the content and its 
didactics (Wu, 2018) that manifests itself through professional competences to plan teaching situations, through which 
to achieve that the students who learn mathematics in school institutions acquire a thorough knowledge of school 
mathematics to whose conceptual network belong the contents that give meaning and significance to the teaching 
sequences that circulate in the classroom:

• master a repertoire of heuristic techniques and strategies broad enough to be able to solve situations of different 
formats and origins;

• regulate the resolution process regarding the application of the contents that they consider relevant to that network 
we talked about, and the strategies that they assume are the most appropriate.

In this way, teachers put their specific knowledge regarding mathematics at the service of their student’s learning. 
This professional expertise of those who teach mathematics can be synthesized in the following aspects: 

• they answer with a mathematical background, to the questions asked by their students;
• they propose different ways to analyze a mathematical concept, which allows the person studying it to understand 

the conceptual network related to this concept; 
• they recognize what is being signified from an epistemological and conceptual point of view through the use of 

representations selected ad hoc for that class;
• they establish relations between what they taught in the past and what they’ll teach in the future;
• they arrange didactic variables for the tasks they propose; 
• they evaluate the mathematical validity of their student’s affirmations;
• they create problems that enable the production of mathematical knowledge in their students (Ball et al., 2008;  

2009).
In this way, we think of teachers as professionals in the teaching of mathematics who own useful knowledge 

(Rowland & Turner, 2009). This useful knowledge is displayed through mastery of the content to be taught, and the 
didactics of mathematics that supports the organization of your class and your beliefs about what mathematics is and 
how it should be learned. Moreover, this personal teaching knowledge gives them the expertise to design how the 
curricular prescribed content can be adapted, transposed according to the group and, how these contents integrate 
themselves in an intra and extra mathematical conceptual network that fluctuates between different fields, according to 
the possibilities and needs of the group they are working with.

This Diploma is a space of professional development in which we maintain that the teacher needs to know 
mathematics in different ways, as well as the different interactions that both students may have with herself or himself 
with mathematics during the development of a class. A space in which relevant problems for classroom practice can be 
developed, from an interventionist look towards the class being analyzed, supported by theoretical references and with 
a pragmatic orientation that involves reviewing and/or abandoning conjectures in search of a certain generality (Cobb 
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et al., 2016).We understand that the Diploma must be organized in a corpus of curricular spaces that offer a renewed 
look at the teaching and learning processes of mathematics, attending to the analysis of the practices and mathematical 
knowledge that are shown in permanent evolution and progress. It is based on the approach of professional tasks 
whose nature is based on situations related to practice and theoretically guided by the results of research. It takes into 
consideration in the design of these tasks: a theoretical reference, a logic of development during the teaching process 
and the study of a mathematical content from research (Aké & López-Mojica, 2020).

Some investigations that have as object of study the teacher as those that are based on a professional look 
(Sánchez-Matamoros et al., 2015); in professional knowledge (Montes et al., 2013; Carrillo et al., 2018), professional 
identity (Sanhueza et al., 2013) and teacher empowerment (Reyes-Gasperini & Cantoral, 2013), among others, provide 
a framework for thinking about a certain parallelism between this possibility of professional development and initial 
training. Other research (Carrillo & Climent, 2011; Rhoads et al., 2011; Carrillo et al., 2020), allow to think of the initial 
and continuous training, as a coherent and consistent training continuum, where reflection has a central role. It is in this 
complementary dialogue of options, in which the idea of the existence of models of professional knowledge, allows us 
to consider them as structuring the organization of this Diploma (Carrillo et al., 2013; 2020).

In this space of professional development, we will then assume that knowledge can be associated with the idea of 
specialized teaching knowledge (Villella et al., 2018a). 

It is the knowledge formed by: 
• the conceptual network of the mathematics that is taught: from its structure to its social projection and its 

scientific use; 
• how the mathematical knowledge is produced and how the teacher can produce it referring to the concepts they 

will develop in the classroom;
• the knowledge related to the didactic of mathematics: how mathematics is learned and how it should be taught.

2.1 The specialized knowledge of the mathematics teacher

Those teachers who teach mathematics are assumed as teaching professionals when among other qualities, 
they consider that the process of problem resolution that students face, produces as a result of the construction of 
mathematical knowledge locally adapted. This knowledge generates a conflict between the subjectivity of students 
and teachers that are reformulated from diverse scopes, linked to the social scene. In this way, the reflection about the 
professional practice called teaching is not only referred to the study of what teachers do when they manage a class 
or when they design it but also the moments in which they interact with the mathematical content they choose and 
prioritize to give sustenance to the sequences they prepare for the class (Villella et al., 2018b). These interactions are 
taken into account concerning different kinds of knowledge; the relation between experiential knowledge and theory; 
the speech; knowledge about what to teach, what for, and how; the knowledge about teaching strategies, among others. 
This professional knowledge allows teachers to “look meaningfully” (Mason, 2002), so they can identify problems 
about practice (questions that will help them build provisional answers) related to teaching for mathematics learning.

The professional knowledge of those who teach mathematics is assumed as a way of understanding the 
mathematical contents prescribed in the curriculum, linked to the understanding of how they are learned and, therefore, 
how they can be taught. Thus, this knowledge acquires a specialized character (in the sense attributed in the model of 
the Mathematics Teacher's Specialized Knowledge (MTSK)). This model follows the structure proposed by Shulman 
(1986), establishing two domains of knowledge: disciplinary knowledge (in our case mathematics), and didactic 
knowledge of the content. The MTSK knowledge model also encompasses the teacher’s beliefs about mathematics 
and its teaching and learning. Mathematical Knowledge (MK) comprises the mathematical knowledge possessed by 
the teachers. This knowledge allows them to plan, manage and reflect on teaching situations. In the MTSK model, this 
knowledge comprises three subdomains: knowledge of the topics that develop in the teaching situation; knowledge of 
the mathematical structure or knowledge of how the topic developed in the class relates to other topics or mathematical 
concepts; knowledge of mathematical practice or knowledge of the syntax of mathematics that gives an account of what 
the teacher knows about the mathematical work underlying the proposed mathematical activity.

Didactic knowledge of content or Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK) encompasses the knowledge that the 
teacher possesses about the teaching and learning of a particular content. The MTSK model proposes three subdomains 
related to the PCK: the Knowledge of Mathematics Teaching, which refers to teaching knowledge about how to adapt 
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the mathematical content to make it understandable to students and takes into consideration the theories on the teaching 
of mathematics, which allow it to organize its practices as well as the selection and use of the resources it chooses for 
it; the Knowledge of the Characteristics of the Learning of Mathematics, which encompasses the knowledge that the 
teacher possesses about how the mathematical content is learned; the Knowledge of Mathematics Learning Standards, 
which takes into account how much the teacher knows about what should be learned at each moment of schooling. On 
the basis of this description, we affirm that there is a difference between the mathematical knowledge that the teacher 
needs (specialized knowledge of the content) and that needed by another user of mathematics (advanced or superficial 
common knowledge that does not need to be taught). Specialization, therefore, refers to the task of teaching-it takes 
into account the relationships between the contents themselves, and relations with other contents of other subjects-not 
to the advanced mathematical knowledge needed. This knowledge is complex, as it requires a deep understanding of 
the mathematical content of the ability to connect one topic with another, taking into account its epistemological warp 
and its historical appearance (Ma, 1999). Professional teaching knowledge is specialized, contextualized, integrated 
and complex, practical, dynamic, and partially tacit (Climent, 2005), social and critical. Professional knowledge is 
personal, as long as it is proper to each teacher and different from any other and it depends on their conceptions, values, 
attitudes, and experience (vital and/or professional). It’s a contextualized knowledge because it’s generated concerning 
professional contexts. It’s integrated and complex because it holds learning from different nature (scientific, didactic, 
psychological, sociological, etc.). Teacher’s knowledge is practical, it is a knowledge for practice that grows from it, too. 
It makes sense in the action accompanied by the theoretical reflection that allows transforming knowledge from action 
into theory from the action (partially tacit knowledge). Likewise, it is a dynamic knowledge, in constant evolution that 
grows through the interaction with students, and professional and personal experiences. It is built on work communities 
(social), collaboratively and it allows us to produce founded, critical knowledge about teaching.

2.2 A diploma as an academic structure for the professional development of mathematics 
teachers: a possible teaching experiment

We propose a section of professional training technically called Diploma that, assuming its students as teachers in 
the exercise of their profession, takes the domains of the MTSK as an object of study. To this end, we based the proposal 
on the idea of professional problems analyzed through which we could consider teaching experiments (Steffe & 
Thompson, 2000; Molina et al., 2011) for the professional development of the teachers involved in it (Cobb et al., 2016). 
The objective of the Diploma is that the participating teachers reflect on the teaching and learning of mathematics, 
which they must know when they decide to bring a problem to the classroom.

We believe that to promote the development of the student’s mathematical work, we must question this work from 
the perspective of the school organization by the teacher. This involves analyzing the student’s performance in the 
classroom, the role of the resources on the transformation of workspaces, the study of the meaning of the knowledge 
given through the selected resources, and social and institutional aspects that interfere in this space (Kuzniak, 2011).
When we think about mathematical activity in the classroom, genuinely represented by problem resolution, we do 
it concerning the elaboration of workspaces that allow the full involvement of students in the resolution and the 
teacher in their guidance and supervision. To do so, we consider it necessary to take into account: the epistemological 
conception that the teacher has about mathematics; the election and organization of the sequences of activities proposed 
to the students; the didactic analysis of the task set developed by the group of students as a possible solution to those 
sequences and the substantiation they make on them. This classroom conception allows the teacher to assume that 
mathematics takes place in a particular social context with young people who will become citizens of a particular 
society, not of another. The teacher’s role is related to the organization of each student’s interaction with the object 
of knowledge, whose task is conceived as a mediation, so the whole activity to be carried out results meaningful 
and stimulates the development potential of each student in cooperative group work: between students and between 
teachers and students. In this way, teachers conceive and activate the functional value of cultural learning in the daily 
life of each student. By doing so, teachers will be able to reproduce a traditional culture, generate contradictions and 
promote alternatives; to facilitate the integration of different training possibilities inside and outside the classroom to 
their students; to design and organize disciplinary and interdisciplinary work; to collaborate with the world outside the 
school, making the educational experience an individual and, at the same time, socializing experience. The teacher is not 
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an undisputed authority that always has the right answers. These must be sought, contrasted, and verified in the group 
in the framework of the dynamics of a learning community. The mechanical search for solutions to the pedagogical 
problems is replaced by the invention and resolution of problems as open situations, in which all of the information is 
not always available or there’s more than needed, where the solution doesn’t always exist or is not unique and where 
“the other one” appears as an unavoidable figure for collaborative learning, that without ceasing to be an eminently 
individual act, it becomes a social activity in which debate and share ideas, suggestions and proposals prevail. The 
curricular prescribed mathematical ideas can be considered powerful (Skovsmose, 1999) when studied from different 
frameworks:

• From a perspective based on disciplinary logic: Some mathematical ideas grant us to establish relationships 
among the theories and provide new meanings to previously defined concepts, as it is documented in mathematics 
history. The power of these ideas is an intrinsic and essential characteristic of its position in the conceptual network 
that vertebrate mathematics. These ideas interpretation somehow legitimates the existence of an abstract curriculum 
that shutters the possibility of participating in a meaningful experience in mathematics learning for a great number of 
students.

• From the sociocultural perspective of the learner: Some mathematical ideas can be analyzed based on the 
relation of the student experience-the sense of the mathematic to study. The central thing in this vision is the analysis 
of the learning potential of mathematics: it is significant what students can capture and what they can give meaning to 
during the process of development of mathematical thinking. It is about connecting powerful mathematical ideas to the 
opportunity’s students have to participate in social practices: related to what they interpret and conceptualize as their 
future life conditions considering the social, cultural, economic, and political environment in which they live.

• From a sociological perspective: Mathematical ideas can be defined as a resource to the action in society because 
mathematics doesn’t exist as an independent knowledge in society. Social actors use mathematics as a descriptive and 
prescriptive instrument: its contents are a part of the available resources for planning and decision making.

Teaching situations are problematic situations characterized by uncertainty, disorder, and indeterminacy. During 
its development, students are shown as different from each other from the possibility that is offered to them to: chose 
their own resolution path; reflect on the elections they make to solve them, and enjoy a certain degree of freedom in 
knowledge building. These are dynamic situations and they assume the form of complex systems made up of different 
problems that interact among themselves that become the object with which we work in the teaching experiment that we 
call Diploma and that proposes to provide the group of students with skills to:

• Lead teaching processes that produce meaningful learning in mathematics;
• Integrate work teams for the elaboration of institutional curricular projects;
• Elaborate, guide and advise about the selection and use of resources for mathematics teaching;
• Participate in educational innovation projects related to mathematics;
• Participate in interdisciplinary teams for didactic research;
• Participate in the elaboration and evaluation of: curricular designs, resources for mathematics teaching, and di-

dactic strategies to create teaching sequences and investigation projects related to didactic of mathematics;
• Counsel on everything related to the problems of mathematics teaching. 

3. The teaching experiment: diploma of higher studies in mathematics teaching
In general, teaching experiments, in particular, those focused on professional development, usually have three 

phases (Cobb et al., 2016): 
• Preparation: collects the starting points of teachers regarding the variables to be analyzed to outline a planned 

trajectory of professional learning;
• Experimentation: collects data that make possible a subsequent analysis;
• A retrospective analysis: it consists of studying whether the components of the previously assumed professional 

learning trajectory were reached, looking for generalizations, based on the theoretical elements that support the 
experiment.

In this Diploma, of virtual course, the phases are adapted to the proposal of work and are described as follows.
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3.1 The experiment data

The Diploma is an academic instance of university training, which does not grant a bachelor’s degree, but 
professional recognition of the different jurisdictions in which it is taught. The one we share in this article is organized 
into three seminars and a workshop of a duration of 64 clock hours each. Seminars are academic instances of study of 
problems relevant to vocational training. They include the critical reflection of previous conceptions or assumptions 
about such problems, which teachers have incorporated as a result of their own practice, and then deepen their 
understanding through reading and debate of bibliographic or research materials. These seminars allow the questioning 
of “practical thinking” and exercise in reflective work and in the management of specific literature, as active users of the 
production of knowledge. The workshops are aimed at the development of competencies oriented to the instrumentation 
required for professional action and the practical resolution of situations, understanding the practice not only as the 
doing, but as the creative and reflective doing, putting into play all the available conceptual frameworks. The workshop 
aims at the development of capacities for the analysis of cases and alternatives for action, decision-making and the 
production of solutions and innovations to address them. They are offered as the space for the elaboration of concrete 
projects and supposes the exercise in capacities to choose between possible and pertinent courses of action for the 
situation, skills for the selection of methodologies, means and resources, the design of operational work plans and 
the ability to put them into practice. The seminars and workshops propose problems of teaching different fields of 
mathematics and take their name from this conceptualization of vocational training:

• Problems of numbers teaching,
• Problems of geometry teaching,
• Professional problems of mathematics teaching at school,
• Workshop on problems related to the transition between teaching levels.
In this way, it could be said that the Diploma as a whole is a teaching experiment and each of the seminars and 

workshops are other experiments that, taken together, make up the general experiment. This conception of the Diploma 
generates a possible tension between the so-called teaching experiments and the Didactic Engineering in Mathematics 
Education (Artigue, 1995) that we will not develop in this article.

3.2 The preparation of the experiment

The tasks proposed in the experiment are grouped in the different seminars and workshops, around a mathematical 
problem that allows various resolution strategies, and then reflect on what has been done within the framework of the 
subdomains of the MTSK model. Papers like this, based on teaching experiments, require evaluation of participant’s 
outcomes (Cobb et al., 2016). To evaluate the results, we analyze the change in the use of knowledge and the ability to 
mobilize different categories of it. In this article we share some sessions of the Problems of the Teaching of Geometry 
Seminar for primary school teachers. The knowledge to be evaluated is focused on some subdomains of MTSK model. 
Regarding the Knowledge of the Topics, the resolution of the task and the identification of contents was evaluated. 
In the Knowledge of Mathematical Structure, the relationship with mathematical contents unrelated to the task was 
evaluated. With regard to the Didactic Knowledge of the Content, the use of resources, theories, and coherence between 
the proposed tasks were evaluated. As for the Knowledge of the Characteristics of The Learning of Mathematics, we 
worked on the forms of interaction of possible students with the task. As for the Knowledge of The Learning Standards 
of Mathematics, we focus on the use of the curriculum and the articulation between the different curricular blocks.

3.3 Experimentation

In example 1, we present a session of the work of the Problems of geometry teaching Seminar that allows us 
to operationalize the categories we described as central of our conceptualization of the specific knowledge of the 
professional of mathematics teaching. We want to stand out the fact that the Diploma is a virtual course, so the activities 
are planned according to this organization’s modality.
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Example 1: 5th session of the Diploma

Session 5 of the seminar: Problems of geometry teaching
We propose to discuss on the forum the ideas from the following text we have written for this session. Its title 
is: “At school we teach: space or geometry?”
Some authors consider that spatial knowledge and geometric knowledge have different characteristics. So 
they claim that: 
Students have spatial knowledge long before they learn geometry knowledge. In that knowledge genesis, it 
turns out that geometry must be taught in order to exist. In the case of spatial knowledge, we can talk about a 
“natural” genesis and, in the case of geometric knowledge, it is totally “scholastic” (or institutionalized).
Even though there is a large number of common words between the spatial and the geometric, they don´t have 
the same meaning. In ordinary or professional life (outside mathematics) nobody uses geometric vocabulary 
to denote a square-shaped object as a rectangle; in geometry, on the contrary, to claim that: every square is a 
rectangle constitutes the demonstration of a particular knowledge, of a geometric proposition that has been a 
teaching object.
The contents of scholastic geometry programs are organized into conceptual nodes that include figures, 
regular polygons, the relative position of lines, the study of parallelism and perpendicularity, angle 
classification, among others. The structure of spatial knowledge is much less known. They are used, normally, 
to solve very specific situations in different professional fields: carpenter, draftsman, electrician, surveyor, 
plumber, builder, etc. This conceptual organization of the contents sometimes takes you away from the real 
problems that you can help to solve.
In spatial problems, we “show” the solution we found and validate its suitability using empirical means. In 
geometric problems, we appeal to a mathematically approved solution. The nature of knowledge validation in 
geometry takes us to develop skills for the demonstration.
The concepts highlighted with bold in the previous paragraphs (knowledge genesis, vocabulary, conceptual 
organization, nature of validation) allow us to make a few questions regarding our profession: 
a. At school, do we teach the concepts that every citizen needs to unwind themselves in the space?
b. At school, do we teach geometry to contribute to the development and domain of the students with sensitive 
space?
c. At school, do we teach geometry just to develop a knowledge learning that is the object of totally formalized 
cultural knowledge?
d. At school, do the students go “naturally” from a practical and spontaneous relation with space to an 
activity of geometric modelling?
When we talk about modelling, we do it in two ways: analogic and geometric modelling. Space modelling is 
called analogic because students put into operation strategies based on the construction of schemes, sketches, 
drawings, graphs, maps, blueprints, etc., in the resolution processes of problematic situations proposed in the 
“lived” space. This modelling preserves properties of topological nature: proximity, order, convexity, interior 
and exterior, frontier, continuity, etc., but doesn´t always keep geometric relations such as proportionality, 
parallelism, perpendicularity, etc. The space modelling is called geometric when students build techniques 
based on geometry knowledge: angles, straight lines, polygons, transformations (symmetries, rotations, 
translations…), parallelism, perpendicularity, congruence, similarity..., in the resolution of problematic 
situations proposed on the “lived” space. It is about a modelling that allows us to establish a relation with 
space in such a way that the geometrical notions intervene as means of decision, action, or reasoned prevision 
about a sensitive space. The resolution of spatial problems enables us to generate space modelling practices 
thought meaningful employment of geometry´s objects that make up the curricular design that students have 
to study at school.
So, we ask ourselves:
e-How does it benefit the learning of geometry, proposing sequences that allow evolving from an analog 
modelling to a geometrical modelling? 
We propose the following Activities to “dialogue” with the text read.
These are activities of personal resolution. Its aim is to be useful to establish a dialogue with the ideas from 
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the text. The answers to these questions are, not necessarily in a linear way, in what is stated there and in 
what each one conceives from the teaching process.
a. Which is the conceptual network that links the highlighted words in the text? Is that network unique?
b. What answers can you give to each one of the questions identified in the text with the letters a-e?
c. Why do you think that geometry is a subject that has been chosen to be taught at school?

In the planning of the transcript session of the Diploma, we took into account that its axis was the debate about 
teaching problems. To do so, we appeal, on each question offered in this session, to certain aspects of what we describe 
as specialized knowledge of the teacher as a professional of teaching. In Figure 1, we show the association, taking as a 
reference the scheme that synthesizes the MTSK model to which we refer:

KoT

Knowledge of Topics

KMT

Knowledge of 
Mathematics Teaching

KPM

Knowledge of the 
Practice of Mathematics

KMLS

Knowledge of Mathematics 
Learning Standards

KSM

Knowledge of the 
Structure of Mathematics
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Knowledge of the 
Features of Learning 
Mathematics

Beliefs
On Mains 
Teaching 
and Learning

a, 1
d

b; db

M

K

P

C

K

e; c a; c

2; 3

On Mains 

Figure 1. Relation of the session questions with the content of the MTSK model. Source: own elaboration on the original diagram of the MTSK 
model

3.4 Retrospective analysis 

In the forum, as a tool of the Moodle classroom where the proposal is supported, there were exchanges with which 
we can exemplify some of the answers given to the questions and that allow us to show how the planned was developed 
in the space of the training. Each participating teacher is identified with the code Dn where D differentiates it from the 
Moderator of the forum (M) and the subscript does so from its colleague. We show it in Example 2.
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Example 2: Transcription from a fragment of the participation in the forum of session 5 of the Diploma

M:-All the words in bold in the text, allow you to ask the a-e questions?
D1:-It seems to me that this is complete. I always thought that geometry and space were the same.
D2:-I didn´t even question its use. I always say I work with space, I work with geometry as if saying the same. 
I questioned everything I had studied when the subject of modelling was raised.
M:-What is your proposal?
D2:-It was just that for me it was natural, as the text says that, if I played in the schoolyard, later I could go to 
the folder or the notebook and draw. And that was it…
D3:-But to do geometry is more than drawing. Or at least that´s what I think. It goes more to the side of 
measuring, using instruments, complying with certain properties.
D4:-I agree, but when I read the text I understood something else. I understood that you can think about what 
we did in the schoolyard without drawing, and we are also doing geometry.
M:-Do you all agree?
D5:-I´m still thinking about it. I always liked to use the drawing compass, to measure with the rule, play with 
the conveyor. Now, with the software that we have available, I like to make the boys and girls explore with the 
machine. Now I ask them to do their drawings mechanically and I don´t go to the schoolyard so often…
D3:-You stopped using the sheet to start using the screen… put the text says something different. It sends us to 
the schoolyard and from there to the folder. But… when do I ask the students to study the properties? When do 
they study?

Both M´s interventions and Dn´s answers generate a useful dialogue about the professional problems to deepen 
about some aspects of specialized knowledge that start to appear. A decision in M´s management made the question 
e-appear in the dialogue with a supporting feature. We´ll show it in the extract we transcribe in Example 3: 

Example 3: Fragment of session 5 forum with deliberated intervention from the moderator

M:-Did you think about the answer to question e? Before you say your answers, I propose to analyze this 
sequence that we found for students from 8 to 9 years old. It is called From Volleyball to the board. It is this 
one:
1-Draw on the schoolyard or in the classroom (if you have room to do it) a court with these characteristics:

RED 1B1

2B2 5B5

3B3

4B4

6B6

Get a beach ball (light, transparent plastic ones) or a balloon. When you have everything you need, form 
teams with the same number of participants as the spaces marked on the court. Choose who will be the referee 
of the game you´ll play and how will the scores be registered.
1-With everything settled, you´ll play a very special volleyball. It is played two teams at a time. Each team 
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places its players in the court´s sectors on each side of the net. The rules are simple: you can only throw the 
ball to the other side of the net once that the team that has it has made three passes among its players. The 
passes can only be done when the one who´s throwing the ball names the player to the one who passes it by 
his or her location (for example: goes to my right, goes backward…). You get points when the other team loses 
the ball; when a team does not comply with the rules.
2-Answer after playing:
What can the names of the spaces marked on the court be used for?
What strategy should you use if you want to win the game? Does it always work?
3-Together, chose the play that you think is the most interesting and write it so that everyone has their register. 
How can you make the drawing reflect so that it stays in the folder or notebook as a picture of your play?
4-Let´s use the same court. Take away the net so there won´t be any accidents and change the name of the 
sectors for the numbers you get by adding the value left on the top face of two dices that are rolled. Could you 
reach the sectors to occupy? Why?
5-Let´s make our board more comfortable and change the dividing lines. We show you a possibility, you chose 

9

5
10
0

4
8

12

3 7

11

2

612

3 7

11

9 2

5
10

4
8

6

In this case, you have to use your bodies and say out loud what is happening. One of you has to roll the dices 
and add the value of the top of the faces. Someone else hast to occupy the place on the board that has that 
number with one part of your body. You keep rolling the dices, adding values and the same players cover the 
board with his or her body. Rules: you can´t change the body part you have already used for another; you 
can´t get help from someone outside the board. The team whose representative has been able to cover as many 
parts of the board as possible, wins.
1-Answer:
Is there a number on the board that came up more times to be covered?
Which part of the body should you use first to cover the first part? Does it always work?
Does the place where the numbers are located on the board influence the result? Why?
Is there any relation between the player´s height and the possibility of winning?
2-Imagine how can you narrate what happened with words and drawings. Do it in your notebook or folder.
M:-What do you think about this sequence?
D6:-It is very good! I want to use it.
M:-That is very flattering, but: how can we be sure that, what you described as good, we all see it the same? I 
mean: what does it mean to be good?
D6:-It lets us play, have fun at the schoolyard. After that, we can go to the classroom. It´s fun, it´s dynamic…
M:-And what does it allow us to teach? What would we use it in the classroom for? What do the students learn 
when they go through it?
D6:-Ge-o-me-try (laughs).
D7:-Ha, ha… but, why? I didn’t get it. I don´t know why after volleyball it goes to the board with numbers and 
the dices appear…
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D4:-The difficulty varies and adds new things.
D5:-What for? I would play volleyball and would settle for them to think about the court, draw it, and that´s 
it.
M:-And you wouldn´t ask for that winning play?
D3:-That is interesting. Besides using words from the space (to the right, to the left…) they have to write. We 
are doing a language with mathematics and physical education. I like that! 
D10:-And I liked the thing about the dices. Because there you have the addition, the operations, the possible 
results… They have to anticipate; they have to…
D11:-Realize that 12 has as many chances to go as 2 and 7 has the most chances.
D14:-It creates a very wide view of the class.
D7:-We do geometry because we are modelling the court and we include arithmetic with the operations, a 
language with the justifications, and…

The dialogue is more extensive. Our interest with the fragment is to show from the analysis of an activity, how we 
can explain some professional problems:

• Think if the sequence allows the group of students that are working with the activities to elaborate personal 
strategies to solve geometrical problems referred to the passage from three to two dimensions,

• Analyze the development level of some of the mathematical contents used to give meaning and significance to the 
sequence: position and orientation on the plane; position and orientation in space; location in space; the passage from 
three to two dimensions; conjecture elaboration; ideas communication,

• Discuss the management of didactic variables associated with the modification of the mean offered to students: 
insertion of problems of the mathematical field to game situations and space modelling with an explanation of 
arguments,

• Consider which teaching strategies are more efficient to achieve geometrical knowledge,
• Characterize which indicators of performance are the ones that, when we ask the students to work with flat 

renderings of three-dimensional spaces, allow them to evaluate their learning. We refer to:
▪ establish, maintain and respect the rules of a game,
▪ generalize strategies from the comparison of plays and relevant features of the shapes,
▪ use mathematical vocabulary to communicate mathematical ideas,
▪ debate about which elements are generalizable and which are not in a specific situation,
▪ argue about the relevance of the conjectures constructed from the results of the activities.
At the same time, we evidence that the projects to solve these problems lead to the rereading of the curricular 

design, the revision of our knowledge about the contents, how to plan them to take them to the classroom, how they 
could be learned, etc.

4. Conclusions
We have developed our ideas about the mathematics teacher specialized knowledge and exemplified its construction 

and analysis from an academic proposal of training at a university level. We understood and justified this idea: the 
Diploma tries to produce relevant knowledge about professional practice and to find dialogue channels between the so-
called research world and the practice world. We believe that in this way we favor a process of knowledge production 
about mathematics teaching and learning that is carried out jointly between researchers and teachers, who interact to 
contribute from their specialties to the construction of knowledge. This knowledge emerges from the reflection about 
the practice of mathematics teaching and comes back to it, to give meaning to the teacher´s choices that are taken daily 
in the process of teaching.

The implementation of this method supposes the development of joint activities between teachers and researchers: 
interventions in the mathematics that are taught are not only fertile in terms of students learning, but also for the 
teacher´s reflection about how they teach.

We recovered the teacher´s voice from the comprehension of their practice, which is produced when it is also 
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the producer of the teaching situations that would be object and instrument of study. In these conditions, the teaching 
scenarios and the activities developed for the classes, appear as a legitimate way of finding a meaning to the experience 
of teaching: the complexity of the teaching practices allows us to notice the limits and margins that these teachers have 
of their class, and also the unexpected of students work.

Epistemologically, the construction of knowledge in mathematics didactic starting from our proposal is produced 
in the real context where the practice of teaching mathematics takes place, assuming that the components of this 
context are a restructuring object when we assume that teachers are participants of a specific context. This professional 
competence is referred to the teacher´s capacity to exercise his or her critical judgment when they make decisions about 
their practice, depending on the prevailing conditions and betting in the context of the specific action. This construction 
of knowledge related to a determined professional practice is founded in the teacher´s understanding of the teaching 
situations in which they develop themselves professionally and assume themselves as professionals who can reflect on 
them. According to this perspective, our proposal is based on a dialogue with the teachers from the inside of the context 
in which they work on, to understand how these professionals substantiate their decisions and put them into practice, 
thus transforming into interpreters (in terms of understanding and explaining) of their actions. In this joint construction, 
we interact and explore topics of common interest. The Diploma promotes and maintains a kind of conversation between 
the teacher´s practice and the reflection (between moderator teachers), between teaching and didactic: an interpretation 
area that goes around situations that are the object of our exploration. This reciprocal space of argumentation develops 
a series of debates about how each one gives meaning in the context of schooling; gives meaning to the co-construction 
of knowledge and becomes a mediation place between the research culture and the teaching culture. In this way, we 
believe that specific knowledge is built in the teacher, at the service of informed practice.
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